
Promotion applies to NEW coffee busines..
Promotion period is 12 weeks from date of  first invoice.

Some exclusions apply to franchise operations.

*15% invoice credit for products from Blk&Bold, RedBay, and Twin Bee.
Excludes Ave C and Vending. 

Invoice credit will be applied at the end of  the 12 week promotional period.

GET STARTED: INFO@TRADECRAFT.ME  •  844.355.6826 • CONTACT FORM
MWBE STANDS FOR MINORITY-AND WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE

DISTRIBUTION. EQUIPMENT. SERVICE. TRAINING. EDUCATION. CAFE CONSULTATION 

BLK&BOLD SUPPORTS YOUTH  
AND IS A CERTIFIED MWBE.

BLK&Bold pledges 5% of its profits to initiatives 
that enhance workforce development, sustain 
youth programming, and eradicate youth 
homelessness.

RED BAY COFFEE IS A CERTIFIED  
B CORP AND MWBE.

Red Bay focuses on creating opportunities 
within the community at large while fostering 
direct relationships with coffee farmers around 
the globe.

TWIN BEE IS A BLACK  
WOMAN-OWNED BUSINESS.

Through Twin Bee’s Burundi coffees,  
their direct trade partnerships empower 
growers, encourage gender equity, and help 
build self-sustaining communities.

Jeanine founded JNP Coffee* in 2012 as a green coffee exporting and importing 
company. Coffee was an important cash crop for Burundi people, but they 
needed better access to the global market. In 2015, she attended the Cup of 
Excellence competition and realized the opportunity that the higher value 
generated by specialty coffee represented for her people. With the vision of 
creating a future of hope for the people of Burundi, she began to focus on 
quality, hired a quality manager to work with the farmers, and became a Q-
grader herself.

All Twin Bee Coffee is sourced by JNP Coffee.

All people need to have 
dreams of their own.

*JNPCoffee

Individual farmers receive payment 
directly for their coffees.

Women farmers pooled their 
savings to build their own wet mill.

The women invite Jeanine 
to dance with them.

https://blkandbold.com/
https://www.redbaycoffee.com/
https://www.tradecraft.me/contact-us/
http://www.twinbeecoffee.com/


BLK & Bold Specialty Beverages
Est. 2018| Des Moines,IA

Custom  signage/marketing  
available uponrequest.

We prefer to connect our  local 
impact model to the  client’s 

market, so signage  requests will 
be more  personalized.

Product Offerings

PRODUCT PRODUCT PRODUCT

Co-founders Pernell & Rod were consumer enthusiasts that took their love for coffee and  
sought after building a brand that helped increase access and affordability of the top 1% of coffee  
via mainstreaming access of the top specialty coffee within conventional shopping spaces. We  
source and micro-roast in-house, being digitally native (+70% of sales) and nationally distributed  
via retail has made the brand the first nationally distributed Black-owned coffee brand in the  
country.

Pernell & Rod grew up in disadvantaged households on the same street of Gary, IN. Despite low  
socioeconomic surroundings, they defied statistical odds to become college graduates,  
community servants, and high-achieving leaders. BLK & Bold was born to help everyday coffee  
consumers increase their social impact footprint domestically via assisting urban youth defy their  
odds in pursuit of better futures; thus, 5% of all profits are contributed to domestic/ local initiatives  
that further this cause.

5lb
BLK & Bold,
Dark Roast
Blend

*Top Seller*

5lb
Rise & GRND,  
Medium  
Roast Blend

5lb
Single Origin  
Honduras,  
Light Roast  
Blend

5lb
Single Origin  
Ethiopia,  
Light Roast  
Blend
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At Twin Bee,  
we believe that coffee 
can be a source of good 
in the world.
Twin Bee Coffee is part of a larger story  
of human empowerment through specialty coffee.  
It is a story that begins with a young girl born 
in Burundi, who has dedicated her career to 
building a business model that offers opportunity, 
education and sustainable partnership to her 
people. Twin Bee Coffee is the final link in a 
virtuous chain, building the market for quality 
coffee that starts with the farmers in Burundi and 
ends in the cups of coffee lovers around the world.

Beyond the unique fruitiness and sparkling 
acidity of our Burundi coffees, our direct trade 
partnerships empower growers, encourage gender 
equity, and help build self-sustaining communities. 
The origin of our name Twin Bee is the Kirundi 
word Uruyuki (bee), which acknowledges the 
industrious nature of the Burundian people and 
the natural dependency that coffee plants have  
on our other partners, bees.

Product Sourcing

*Twin Bee Coffee

The climate, soil and people of East Africa 
are unique. Here the high altitudes and 
micro-climates help produce prize-winning 
coffees. Our coffees are harvested by hand 
by the hard-working people of Burundi. 
These coffees are washed in clear spring 
water and then dried in the sun, which 
develops the characteristic brightness, prized 
by coffee lovers. Twin Bee Coffee is 
responsibly sourced using a direct-trade 
model that encourages coffee quality and 
then pays fairly for it. 

Twin Bee Coffees include Bourbon, Jackson, 
Mibirizi varieties grown at altitudes between 
1,200 and 1,950 m (3,937 to 6,397 feet) 
above sea level. Rainfall is 1,200 millimeters 
(47 inches) per year, ideal for growing coffee 
in the volcanic soil of Burundi. All coffees are 
small production micro-lots grouped by 
region. 

Our exceptional coffees are sourced from the 
mountains of Burundi by our sister company, 
JNP Coffee. Twin Bee pays market price for 
its green coffee and supports the important 
work of JNP Coffee with farmers at origin.  In 
2020, JNP Coffee moved over 400,000 
pounds of Burundi coffee that benefitted 
thousands of farmers.

Coffees washed in clear spring water

Responsible sourcing

Coffee that empowers growers

So, coffee lovers can enjoy…
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TWIN BEE  
IS A  

WOMAN 
OWNED,  

MINORITY
OWNED  

BUSINESS

NMSDC &  
WBENC  

CERTIFIED

5 LB SERIVCE BAGS

WHOLE BEANS

12 OZ RETAIL BAGS

WHOLE BEANS
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